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Summer Sensory Guide
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Complete each activity at least once. Incorporate into daily routine.
Saturdays & Sundays are freebie days -- choose your own sensory activity!

KEEP CALM & TAKE A SENSORY BREAK!

Walk barefoot in the grass.
BONUS - walk barefoot in

the wet grass. 

Add a drop of essential oil
to paint. Make each color

a different scent. 

Cut plastic straws and string
them onto a piece of yarn to
make a bracelet or necklace,

or just a cool design.
Use pipe cleaner to make the

stringing a bit easier.

Find an interactive song on
YouTube and follow along,

completing the motor
actions. Then, make up

your own!

Have a car wash.
Complete all aspects of

washing inside and outside
of the car - bending,
reaching, wiping, etc.

Set up targets (plastic cups,
block tower, etc.). Stand

several feet away, close your
eyes, and try to hit the targets

with a ball. See how many
you can get without opening

your eyes!

Write the ABCs on the
sidewalk with chalk. Draw
a path between the letters.
Walk or crawl or drive a

toy along the path, making
sure not to step off the path!

Print out a coloring page
and work on coloring

inside the lines. 

Play Simon Says with fun
instructions! Ex: SS to walk
like a grizzly bear! SS to

sing the alphabet
backwards! SS to jump as

high as you can! 

Focus meals around the
sensory system! Include

different flavors, textures,
tastes and talk about which
ones the child preferred. 

Turn on classical music
while completing focus
work at the table and

notice if attention improves
or declines. 

Find a hill, rock wall, jungle
gym or tree to climb and

(safely) jump off! 

Try an alternative seating
option at the table. Ex:

therapy ball, wiggle seat,
bouncy band around the

feet of the chair, etc. 

Make a visual schedule of
the activities you have
planned for the day /

week. Or make a visual
sensory diet! Check them
off as you complete them.

Pick up cereal pieces using
only your tongue! Make it
a race to see who can pick
up the most in 30 seconds! 

Complete sequential finger
touching: touch the thumb to

each of the 4 fingers in order,
at the same time on both

hands. Add a metronome for a
challenge!

Balance a cone (or
something similar) on your

head and walk through
obstacles set up outside

without dropping the cone! 

Create an obstacle course
for an animal or a pretend

animal and teach them
how to go through it! 

Plant seeds or a plant in the
garden! Work on digging
with a shovel, filling up the
hole with dirt, planting the
seeds, and use a watering

can! 

Create a sensory bin using
natural materials found

outside, such as rocks, grass,
pinecones, sticks, etc. Hide

treasures inside to find
without using your eyes! 
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